This paper focusses on the customisation and further enhancement of the recently developed data-driven methodology for the automated near real-time detection of pipe bursts and other (e.g. sensor faults) events at the district metered area (DMA) level. Assuming the availability of pressure/flow data from an increased number of sensors deployed in a DMA, the aim is to: 
Currently, many pipe burst event detection and location techniques that are based on various principles exist (Puust et al. ) . However, none is ideal and the number of techniques currently practised by the water companies is limited.
In many cases, pipe bursts are brought to the attention of a water company only when someone calls in to report a visible event. Water companies that embrace modern leakage management technologies devote considerable manpower and resources to proactively detect and locate the pipe bursts by utilising techniques that make use of highly specialised hardware equipment (e.g. leak noise correlators, pig-mounted acoustic sensors, ground penetrating radar devices, etc.). Some of these techniques are the most accurate ones in use today (Puust et al. ) , but they are also expensive, labour-intensive, slow to run and may require the cessation of pipeline operations for long periods of time. Furthermore, these techniques are generally used after the pipe burst events have occurred and not in near real time. Consequently, much research has been focussed on finding equally effective, but faster and non-invasive, techniques that cost less money to run.
Several techniques exist that promise low-cost solutions by endeavouring to solve the pipe burst detection and location problem by numerical analyses only (Puust et al. ) . Among these techniques, those that make use of statistical and artificial intelligence (AI) data analysis tools for automatically processing the operational variables (e.g. It has to be stressed that the above statistical/AI-based techniques have recently started to appear mainly because of the latest developments in hydraulic sensor technology and online data acquisition systems. These developments have enabled the water companies to deploy a larger number of more accurate and cheaper pressure and flow devices and allow data collected by these devices to be received in near real time. Nowadays, the UK district metered areas (DMAs) are usually observed by using pressure and flow sensors located at the DMA entry/ import/export points and a pressure sensor located at the DMA critical point (i.e. the one located either at the point of highest elevation or alternatively at a location farthest away from the inlet). The data streams (i.e. signals) from these sensors provide a potentially useful source of information for detecting and locating pipe burst events both quickly and economically. As water companies recognise this fact more and more, and that several other important benefits are yielded by the monitoring of their WDSs in near real time (e.g. improved network visibility and management, higher compliance with regulatory targets, etc.), an increase in the density of coverage of pressure/flow monitoring locations is expected in the near future.
Despite their initial success, the aforementioned statistical/AI-based techniques can be further improved in terms of both event detection reliability and detection time.
Furthermore, at present, the available statistical/AI-based techniques allow the discovery of a pipe burst event in a particular area within a WDS (e.g. at the DMA level) without giving any information about its more precise location. Thus, they can be also improved in terms of pipe burst event location accuracy (i.e. to indicate more precisely the likely location of the pipe burst -to restrict the pipe burst search area). Romano et al. () described the development of a methodology for the automated near real-time detection of pipe bursts and other events (which induce similar abnormal pressure/flow variations) at the DMA level. It works by analysing simultaneously all the signals coming online engine for inferring the event-occurrence probability at the DMA level with a multivariate Gaussian mixtures-based graphical model (Duda & Hart ) . This customisation is done to overcome the BN limitations when dealing with increased data availability. The ERS's further development involves using geostatistical techniques for building a model to predict the probability value of a burst associated with each DMA pipe. The intention is to provide a means by which to identify the group of DMA pipes that most likely include the failed pipe.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. After this introduction, an overview of the new (i.e. detection þ location) methodology is given. This overview is then followed by two sections presenting the theoretical background and implementation details of the techniques used for the ERS's customisation and further development, respectively. The latter sections constitute the core of the new contribution presented in this paper. Next, the results of tests in a UK DMA with simulated pipe burst events (i.e. engineered events (EEs)) are presented in the case study section. Finally, the main conclusions are drawn and acknowledgements given.
Note that several abbreviations are used in this paper. A list of these abbreviations can be found in Table 1 .
EVENT DETECTION AND LOCATION METHODOLOGY
An automated ERS has been developed recently by Romano et al. (, ) . This section presents a brief overview of this system necessary to describe the improvements associated with: (i) its Inference subsystem (i.e. ERS's probabilistic inference engine), which is enhanced in this paper; and (ii) its Location subsystem, which is newly introduced here as part of the ERS's further development. A more detailed description of the ERS is available in the above references.
The data processing in the ERS starts by receiving the data communicated by the DMA sensors. For each DMA signal and at each communication interval u readings are obtained.
For example, assuming 15-min sampled data that are communicated every 30 min to improve the sensors' battery life, the value of u is as equal to 2. This said, it is evident that the value of this parameter depends on the frequency at which the data are communicated and the sampling frequency of the measurements. Therefore, this value can be different for different water companies/SCADA setups. In view of this situation, it has to be stressed that the ERS's data processing framework is capable of dealing with different communication/sampling frequency scenarios. The u readings obtained then update a time series record, which is stored in the Time Series database. Once all the DMA signals are fully processed as described below, the resulting u probability values that an event has occurred in the DMA and the additional output information useful for enabling the approximate event location (i.e. event-occurrence probability values estimated at the sensor locations) are stored in the Alarms database. If any of the u probability values exceeds a fixed threshold, an alarm is generated. Following the generation of an alarm, the additional output information provided by the ERS is processed further to determine the approximate location of the event occurring. The first ERS subsystem (equivalent to first ERS component) is used to perform the pressure/flow signal pattern capturing. The first two modules (i.e. data retrieval and data pre-processing) are used for retrieving the historical data from the Time Series database and assembling a set of data that best represents the most recent NOP of the DMA signal being analysed (i.e. NOP data set). The latter is achieved by automatically discarding the pressure/flow measurements that can be considered as outliers and/or that are not consistent with the expected pressure/flow variations, assuming that no event occurred in the DMA. Next, the third module (i.e. statistics estimation) is used to estimate (from the NOP data set) several vectors of descriptive statistics (i.e. averages and standard deviations).
These vectors provide basic statistical information about the and long-term effects).
The fifth ERS subsystem (equivalent to the third ERS component) is used to perform the event probability inference analysis. Starting from the event-occurrence evidence generated as described above, various (i.e. one for each Based on the locations of the deployed sensors, these techniques enable performing spatial interpolation of the eventoccurrence probability variable. As a result, a probability value of a burst is associated with each DMA pipe.
As shown in Figure 1 , the ERS has three main modes of operation: (1) the 'Assemble' mode; (2) the 'Execute' mode;
and ( 
MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIAN MIXTURES-BASED DMA LEVEL BIS
The objective of the DMA level BIS is to infer, at each time step during a data communication interval, the probability that an event has occurred in the DMA being studied. This calculation then enables (by means of a user-defined detection threshold) the raising of the detection alarms if and when necessary.
In the ERS presented in Romano together with the large multidimensional data structure pose serious challenges to the efficiency of the algorithm for learning from incomplete data that has to be used.
To avoid the potential computational inefficiency during the inference process and to circumvent the other difficulties/limitations outlined above, in the customised ERS presented here, the DMA level BIS consists of a two-class (i.e. alarm on, alarm off), two-component multivariate Gaussian mixtures-based graphical model (Duda & Hart ) .
This DMA level BIS works in an n-dimensional feature space by inferring, at any time step, the probability that an event has occurred in the DMA -based on the continuous Figure 2 shows the structure of the new. It can be observed from this figure that this graphical model has three nodes, two of which have discrete parameters for each of the allowed states of the relevant variables. In the third node (i.e. input node) the probability distribution is described using the multivariate Gaussian mixture function formula. 
where n is the number of measured variable's values surrounding the prediction location, λ i are the weights assigned to each measured variable's value, and Z(s i ) is the measured variable's value at the location s i . The weights are determined as follows:
where d i0 is the distance between the prediction location and each of the measured locations. As d i0 increases, a weight approaches zero. The factor p is a power parameter that influences how fast the weighs decrease as d i0 increases. 
The polynomial function can be expanded to any In the OK technique, the predictions are based on the following model: In the case of two variables U and V that are spatially correlated, the OC predictions are made according to the following formula:
whereẐ U s 0 ð Þ is the estimate for U at the prediction location s 0 , n U and n V are the number of measured values (used for the prediction) of the primary variable U, and of the secondary variable V, respectively, Z U (s i ) is the measured value of the primary variable at the location s i , Z V (s j ) is the measured value of the secondary variable at the location s j , and λ Ui and λ Vj are the associated weights.
In OC, besides the experimental semivariograms for both U and V, information on the joint spatial co-variation (i.e. interaction) of both variables is taken into consideration as well. 
Test of prediction performance
The evaluation of the performance of the different geostatistical techniques being tested is based on the crossvalidation technique (Devijver & Kittler ) . Crossvalidation removes each of the m sensor locations s i , one at a time, and estimates the associated burst probability valuê Z(s i ) using the remaining sensor locations. The estimated and actual burst probability values Z(s i ) are then compared and a summary statistics is computed. The summary statistics used in this study is the root mean square error (RMSE):
The RMSE is the square root of the sum of the squared residuals. This statistics not only allows seeing how closely a resulting interpolation surface estimates the actual burst probability values, but may also be used to compare the performance of different geostatistical techniques. The smaller the RMSE value, the better is the performance.
CASE STUDY
The data analyses reported here aimed at testing and illustrating the capabilities of the new event detection and location methodology. Furthermore, they aimed to compare the performances of the different geostatistical techniques considered for the approximate location of an event within a DMA.
The DMA being studied is predominantly rural. It has 17.8 km of pipes and a total of 925 customer connections.
Its configuration is a combination of loops and branches.
The data used in this study were recorded on 6 and 7
August 2008. They consisted of 15-min readings from 13 pressure sensors, which were deployed in the DMA being studied for the purpose of carrying out a series of EEs.
The EEs considered here were carried out on 7 August
2008. Specifically, five hydrants, in different locations and at different times, were opened to create additional network flows to waste, thereby simulating the pipe burst events.
Although only pressure data were analysed in this study, the new detection and location methodology can be used for the analysis of flow data as well as or for the analysis of pressure and flow data simultaneously. However, as the presented methodology is based on the assumption that data from an increased number of sensors deployed in a DMA are available, the rationale for analysing pressure data only is as follows. It is envisaged that, in the near future, the deployment of an increased number of pressure sensors would be the water companies' preferred choice. This prediction is motivated by the fact that pressure sensors can be installed at lower costs than flow sensors and their calibration and maintenance requirements are also far less onerous. Additionally, by analysing the pressure data only, this study also aims to prove that, supported by a suitable data analysis methodology, pressure sensors can play an important role in the context of near real-time event detection and location -despite pressure data being considered less reliable than flow data (Mounce et al. b).
In the case study presented here, in order to circumvent the lack of historical data from the 13 sensors considered (as they were temporarily installed for the purpose of carrying out the EEs only), several changes to the way the ERS presented in the methodology section normally works (see also
Romano et al. , ) had to be implemented. For example, the BBA and TBA subsystems had to be omitted as the data analyses in these subsystems have a requirement for several weeks of historical data. This omission was easily achieved due to the fact that ERS is fully modular and did not affect the validity of the results obtained. The use of the historical data from sensors permanently installed in the DMA could have only further improved the ERS performance.
In the light of the aforementioned limited data availability, the changes that had to be made to the way the ERS normally works resulted in the data analysis procedure In addition to detecting the simulated pipe burst events in a fast and reliable manner, the further developed ERS also allowed determination of the approximate location of the opened hydrants (i.e. location of the simulated pipe burst events). The cumulative procedure mentioned in the approximate pipe burst event location section was applied. In this regard, note that the location results shown in Figure 3 refer to the third time step after the event was detected (i.e. probability for a pipe the more likely it is that this pipe is the 'failed' pipe. In each of the quadrants, the locations of the deployed pressure sensors are indicated using square symbols and the real location of the opened hydrant is indicated by a star symbol.
As it can be seen in Figure 3 , when the OC or the OK techniques were used, the group of DMA pipes in the proximity of the 'failed' pipe was successfully identified. This situation was not the case when the two deterministic results were obtained for the other four simulated burst events. However these results are not shown here due to space restrictions.
To support the above findings, confirms that better prediction models can be obtained by simultaneously considering the information from the correlated pipe burst probability and pressure variables.
It is important to note that the approximate pipe burst event location methodology effectiveness/accuracy depends on the number of pressure (and/or flow) devices deployed in the DMA -the more the better. Furthermore, it depends on the spatial layout of these devices within the DMA. To support these statements, the four scenarios analysed are shown By observing Figure 5 , it can be seen that in scenario 1 the ERS was not able to identify the group of DMA pipes in the proximity of the 'failed' pipe. In the remaining three scenarios, on the other hand, the group of DMA pipes in the proximity of the 'failed' pipe was identified successfully.
However, in scenario 3 (i.e. nine sensors arranged as shown in the bottom-left quadrant of Figure 5 Here, however, the DMA pipes are grouped and coloured according to their Standard Error value. The lower the value of the Standard Error for a pipe, the higher the confidence that the predicted pipe burst probability value for that pipe is close to its 'real' value (i.e. good estimate). From this figure, it is possible to observe that the predicted pipe burst probability values are more accurate the closer they are to the sensor locations. Note that a similar qualitative behaviour was observed for the other EEs and when the OK technique was used.
CONCLUSIONS
The wider availability of more accurate and cheaper pressure/flow sensors allows us to envisage that an increased number of these devices (particularly pressure sensors) will be deployed in the UK DMAs in the near future. In this paper, a new event detection and location methodology, which effectively exploits the data from a larger (than currently used in the UK practice) number of deployed sensors, has been presented. In particular, the customisation and further development of the ERS recently developed by the authors have been described. The ERS's customisation involved using a multivariate Gaussian mixtures-based DMA level BIS to deal more efficiently with the increased 
